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Re:

Via e-mail: directori2ifasb.org
director@fasb.org

Invitation to Comment,
Comment, Bifurcation
Bifurcation ofInsurance
of Insurance and Reinsurance Confracts
Contracts for
Financial Reporting

Dear Technical Director and Board:
The l:Iartford
Hartford FinancialSe)."Vic~
Financial Services Group, InG.
Ine, (The Hartfurd)
Hartford) is ple1lSed
pleased to -provide
provide comments on
the Invitation to ColIUilent,
Insurance and Reinsurance Contracts/or
Comirient, Bifurcation of
of Insurance
Contracts for Finaneial
Financial
Reporting.
Our letter is organized
organize^ around three main points, below,
below^ and in an appendix we have provided
brief
brief comments on the $pecmc
specific issues raised.
Our three main points are:
are:
•

As
ASB bas
As part of the
the move toward
toward international accounting oonvergence,
convergence, the FFASB
has stated its
its
intent to join in the Internatio!lal.
'j;) comprehenSive
International Aecounting
Accounting Standards Board's (lASH
(lASB's)
comprehensive
project to address accounting by insurer$
insurers and
and policyholders. The FASB should not
hot pre-empt
that effort
effort by introducing a major.
major, and potentially
potentially temporary, accounting
accounting change such as
bifurcationl;lhead
bifurcation ahead of
of any ~
that may come out of
of the international.
international project.
• Bifurcation
Bifurcation would
would provide less
less meaningfiJl
meaningful information
information to
to financial
financial statement
statement readers and
significaIitly
significantly increase the cost aild
arid complexity of
of accoUIlting
accounting by insurers and policyholders.
Bifurcation
Bifurcation would produce significantly different
different accounting for contracts
contracts of
of similar
subStance.
ot
substance. Where:an
Where .an entity has single risk exposuresaod
exposures and then buys group risk reinsurance of
insurance coverage.
coverage* bifurcation
bifurcation would: (l)
(1) distort net written premium measures
measures in the
income statements!
statements;for
for insurance
insurancecompanies;
companies; (2)
(2) result
result in
in aa deposit
depositand
and aa balance
balance sheet
sheet grossgrossup for corporation$
corporations (policyholders) that does.
does nOlreflectthe
not reflect the economic substance
substance of the
insurance coverage;
fur insurers and policyholders
coverage; and (3) result in earnings volatility for
policyholders for
imputed interest that does not reflect the economic substance. There would be significant
cost incurred to Pay
pay actuaries to impute
impute deposit components and to establish
establish processes and
systems to account for contracts in their imputed components, burdening policyholders,
policyholders,
insurers and reinsurers.
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•

Existing accounting
accounting rules are
are well
well thought
thought out
out and
and provide comprehensive
comprehensive guidance
in
accoUnting rules
in. how to evaluate and account for insurance contracts. Existing accounting
contemplate side agreements,
agreements, deposit elements,
elements*experience
experience adjustments
adjustments'and
and other
riskclitniting
risk^Kmiting features.
features. We would be open to assist the FASB in analyzing where the
existing
minimize'the
existing insurance accounting
accounting guidance could be Unproved
unproved to minimize
the
misapplication evidenced by the recent publicized
publicized ~tatements.
restatements. We appreciate that the
FASB has been prOinpted
an accounting
accounting remedy in
prompted by public pressure to explore :an
response to recentcorporate
recent corporate misstatements. However, we do not believe the
insurance accoUnting
restatements and we do
accounting model was the failing in the publicized restatements
not support bifurcation.
bifurcation,

*******..*.*,***
As
F ASB has stated
As. part of the move toward international accounting
accounting convergence.
convergence, the FASB
its intent to join in the lASB's comprehensive project to address ,accounting
accounting by insurers
aild
by introducing
introducing a major.
and policyholders. The FASB should not pre-empt that effort
effort bv
maior.
and poteutially
oranv
potentially temporary;
temporary: accounting
accounting change such as bifurcation ahead of
any that may
come out ofthe
project.'
of the international
international project.
The lASH's
International Financial
lASB's lnsurance
Insurance Contracts (Phase ll)
H) project will
wfll develop an Internationa]
and,
Reporting Standard (IFRS) on accountiJigJor
accounting for insurance contracts,by
contracts, by both insurers and
policyholders.
poh'cyholders. As stated in the Invitation to Comment, the lASB
IASB will issue for public
comment a Discussion Paper containing
accounting for insurance
containing tentative
tentative decisions on accounting
to
be
issued
in
the
fourth
quarter
of2006.
contracts that is currently expected
expected
quarter of
2006. An FASB
Invitation to Comment would
would be i,ssued
issued sometime after theDiscussion
the Discussion Paper's release.
The lASB's project is a comprehensive
comprehensive look at inSurance
insurance accounting and tentative
conclusions
conclusions include measuring insurance liabilities
liabilities at a cment
current value that reflcets
reflects
cllSh flows.
discounted cash flows IjIld
and an explicit margin for the risks associated
associated with the cash
We underStand
of that project
understand that the lASH
IASB plans to considet
consider bifurcation as part of
The
accounting mOdel
Hie lASB
IASB insurimce
insurance PrQject
project rnay
may significantly change the insUrance
insurance accounting
model
and the new model may
may not
not include bifurcation
bifurcation or may require a different
different method of
of
bifurcation. Given that the IASBexpects
IASB expects to issue its :final
final !FRS
IFRS on insurance accounting
in 2009, it would be premature for the FASB to recommend bifurcation of
of contracts
long-Ierm benefit,
under the existing accounting
accounting model.
model. In addition
addition to not having a long-term
adopting a bifurcation
bifurcation approach would
would cause short-term disruption due to thepoteiltial
thepotential
for negative effects
ofpremiwns
effects on required
required regulatory capital
capital or the tax deductibility
deductibility of
premiums
paid. Companies would incur the cost ofimplementinga
bifurcation that could
of implementing a change to bifurcation
prove to be ob.501ete
obsolete by 2009 when the IASB expects Ie
to issue its final IFRS.
IIi
lASB would find
In addition, we wliuld
would expect that under its tentative conclusions,
conclusions, the IASB
lASB has
bifurcation
bifurcation to be unnecessary
unnecessary under a current value approach, just as the IASB
indicated in its tentative C'oni:lnsions
conclusions that a clll"tCni
current value approach will provide the
benefit oftess
of less (and pemaps
perhaps no) need to separate embedded derivatives.
derivatives. This is because
when the entire contraqt
contract is stated
stated at current value, there would be no need to measure the
separately.
parts separately.
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Bifurcation
Bifurcation would pro:vide
provide less meaningful information
information to
to financial statement readers and
significantly increase the eosland
cost and complexity ofaccounting
of accounting by insurers and
policyholders.
poUcvholders. Bifurcation would produce significantly different
different accounting for cOntracts
contracts
of
then buys group
group risk
of similar substance. Where
Where an entity has single risk exposures
exposures and then-buys
premium
reinsurance
reinsurance or insutance
insurance Coverage.
coverage, bifurcation
bifurcation would: (1)
(!) distort net written premium
measures in the income statements for insurance companies;
deposit and a
companies; (2) result in a deposit
for
COtP<>TatiOns
that
does
not
reflect
the
economic
substance
of
balance sheet gross>-up
eross^up
corporations
of
the insurance coverage:
coverage: and (3) result in earnings
earnings volatility for insurers and policyholders
policvholders
for imputed
imputed interest that does not reflect the economic substance. There would be
significant cost incumld
incurred to pAY
pay actuarieS
actuaries to impute
impute depOsit
deposit components and to establish
components. burdening
processes and systems:
systems to account for contracts in their imputed components,
policyholders.
policyhblders. insurers and reinsurers.
reinsurers.
The bifurcation
bifurcation proposal would have a contract holder
holder impute a deposit component based
on an expected level oflosses
of losses for direct policies and r.eins.urance
reinsurance contracts that cover a
pool of
of risks. Under the proposed guidance,
guidance, an insurer would use insurance accounting
accounting
and recognize
thedireet
recognize loss expense for probable and estimable losses from the
direct business
that they write (provided the ''single-risk''
Similarly, a
^'single-risk" chm-acterimc
characteristic is met). Similarly*
Accounting/Dr
AS 5), accounting .and
p<ilic)1\Older
pblicyholder would use SJ.'AS
SFA$ 5,
5t Accounting
for Contil/gencies
Contingencies (SF
(SFAS
and
recognize loss eXpense
the direct exposures
exposucesthat
expense for probable and estimable lossfls
losses from me
that
they bear (provided
(provided the "single-risk"
"single-risk* characteristic is met). f!owever,
However, both the insurer
for all or a portion of
and the policyholder would be required to use deposit accounting fctr
of
the premium
off to others.
OthflTS. Under a
premium ()llid
paid andJosses
and losses recovered when
when they l;ty
lay that risk off
quota share reinsurance
position as
reinsurance agreement, the reinsurer is economically in the same position
the policyholder
and, therefore, should
policyholder for th¢
the portion
portion of
of the risks COvflTed
covered by the contract ;and,
account for the assumed risks in the same manner
manner as the ceding company.
Similarly, bifurcation would result in different
different accounting treatment for the straight prQprorata reinsurance ora
of that same business on a
of a book of business versus writing a portion of
syndicated basis. A
A company lookii)g
looking to enter Ita line of business
business could either write 100"10
100%
of
offiie
the
of the direct exposure and then quota:
quota share 50% to
to a reinsurer, or only write 50% of
direct exposure and retain all of
first example.
of it. In the first
example, the reinsurance cession would be
bifurcated
bifurcated to treat the expected
expected loss componellt
component of the 50%
50% cession
cession as a deposit, thereby
where. the
creating much higher
higher net written premium
premium than in the second example where
50"10 of
of the exposure written as insurance.
insurance. Although
company would record
record only the 50%
res\llt in the
1hese
these two approaches serve the same flCOnomic
economic intent of
of the.
the company and result
same economics,
economies, bifurcation
bifurcation would result in significantly different
different financial reporting.
reporting.
Bifurcation
Bifurcation would also distort the flCOnomic
economic results of a corporation buying an insurance
policy to covet
of incurred 10ssflS
cover a group
group of
of risks.
risks. Despite being a highly
highly effective hedge of
losses
- one
onethat pays the
the corporation
corporation the
the amount
amount of aa loss at
at the
the time the loss cost is payable by
the corporation - the corporation would
would have to account for a significantportionofthe
significant portion of the
premium as
ofthfl
Qalanooshoot
$s a deposit
deposit on the bl!lance
balance shflet,
sheet, resulting ina
hi a gross-up of
the Balance
sheet
that doeS
does not reflect the economic BUbstance·oftheinsurance
substance of the insurance coverage.
coverage.
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Furthermore, the cost to estimate and account for the imputed
inSurance
imputed deposit and insurance
components
components would be significant.
significant. Policyholders
Policyholders and insurers would likely make
different
different assumpti01lll
assumptions! about lhe
the portion of premium that should be recorded as a deposit.
deposit
While the accounting does riot
not necessarily
necessarily need to be symmetrical,
symmetrical, insurers would likely
likely
have access to much
much more information in making their estimate than
than the policyholder
poUcyholder has,
including infotmationabout
information about incurred losses for the insurei"sentire
insurer's entire portfolio
portfolio ofcoritrlicts.
of contracts.
An insurer
would
not
provide
its
own
estimate
of
expected
losses
to
the
insured
since that
insurer
own
of expected
information is a factor used in determining the premiiJm
premium charged for the product. The
insured would
would need to hire actuaries to estimate the deposit and insurance eomponents.
components.
And, depending on the subsequent accounting, which the Invitation to Comment did not
speak to, reinsureds and insureds
insurcds would moSt
most likely need to add actuarial methods and
processes to measure and account for the components frQm
from inception
inception thr9ugh
through settlement
settlement
using retrospective
retrospective interest methods.
methods. These methods might
migjit require purchasing or
developing systems to track the paid and incurred losses for each policy year and
arid accident
ye<it.
system
year. In addition, commercial
commercial insurers and reinsurers would have to develop system
capabilitiestohaildle
capabilities to handle the volume
volurhe of
of contracts. Under existing accounting, the
policyholder has the convenience and
and efficiency
efficiency of
of recognizing
recognizing the cost of
of the inSured
insured
risk by ratably expensing the premium
premium paid over the period Of
of risk, which is appropriate
because that premium represents the.
the established cost of a highly effective
indemnifica.tion.
indemnification. Therefore,
Therefore, not only does bifurcation
bifurcation fail to match the economics of
of the
transactiOn;
transaction; but, it would be highly burdensome to policyholders, insurers and
and reins.urers.
reinsurers.
Existing accOunting
accounting niles
rules are well
well thought out and provide coroprehensiveguidance
comprehensive guidance in
howto
how to evaluate and account for insurance contracts. Existing accounting
accounting rules
contemplate sideagreerilenfs,
deposit
elements.
experience
adjustments
side agreements,
elements,
adjustments and other riskrisklimiting features.
features. We would be open to assist the FASB
FASB in analyzing where the existing
existing
inSurance
insurance accounting guidance could be improved to minimize the misawlication
misapplication
evidenced
evidenced by the recent publicized
publicized restatements,
restatements.
Accounting problems with "futite"
"finite" (re)insuranCe
(re)insurariGe hilve
have been few
few iii
in nwnberand
number and are not
pervasive throughout the industry.
industry. We
We believe
believe the FASB is embarking to fix an
accounting model that is not broken. There is no
no evidence to ruggest
suggest there has been
widespread misapplication or abuse.
abuse. The recent reports ofabnse
of abuse of
of reinsurance
reinsurance
transactions appear to implicate management behavior rather than'lOcounting
than accounting inadequacy
inadequacy
and we do not believe that changing the accounting standards would lessen the risk of
of
abuse.
SF
AS 113, Accounting\andReportingfor
ACcounting and ReportingJor Reinsurance oJ
Shott-Duratioil and
LbHf5SPAS
ofShort-Duration
andLongDuration Contracts (SFAS 113), issued in 1992, was
was written, in part, because of
of
"concerns about the effect
indemnity
effect of reinsurance
reinsurance accounting for contracts that
mat do not indemnify
the ceding entl"rprise
enterprise against loss or liability".
liability**. It was a thorough exploration and resulted
ina
in a well conceived
conceived model for evaluating
evaluatingrisk
risk transfer
transfer in
in reinSurance
reinsurance contracts.
contracts. As
As
indicated in footnote 9a in SF
AS 5, the FASBsuggests
AS
SFAS
FASB suggests that insureds analogize to.
to SF
SFAS
113
113 for determining whether a contract provides indemnification
indemnifrcation against loss and should
be accounted for
for as (re)insurance.
(reinsurance. SFAS 113, together with
wife SFAS 60, Accounting and
and
Reporting
Reporting bylnsurance
by Insurance EnterpriSes
Enterprises (SFAS 60), and SFAS 5, represent a signifi~ant
significant body
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of
of accOunting
accounting rules around (re)insutance
(re)insutance that have
have stood the test of
of time.
time. This existing
contractual elements that have been the.
the
literature adequately addresses the accounting for contractual
"finite" contracts, including:
subject of concern with "finite"
•

be considered part of the
the toW
total
Side agreements -Side agreements should be
determining theacoounting
the accounting and the accoimting
accounting for reinsurance
agreement in detemiining
explicitlyrequires
consideration: ofsjde
of side agreemeiJ.ts.
a^eements. Under paragraph 8 of SF
SFAS
AS
explicitly
requires consideration
113,
understanding of that contract
11
3, evaluation of a contract "requires a complete unders(andingcf
ceding entexprise
enterprise and related
and other contracts or agreements between the eeding
expands on the requirement:
requirement; "Although
"Although an individual
reinsurers." Paragraph 58 eltpallds
ceding enterprise, the risk assumed
assumed by the
contract may appear to indemnify the cedingeiJ.terprise,
offset by other
reinsurer through one reinsurance contract may have been offset
agreements. A
A contract does not meet the condition for reinsuranoe
reinsurance
contracts or agreements.
if features of
of the reinsurance contract or other contracts or agreements
accounting if
direci:ly
fur losses."
directly or indirectly compensate the reinsurer or related reinsurers for
• Dep.osit
Deposit elements
elements -- The
The accounting for
for aa pre"funded
pre-funded deductible
deductible is
is already
already
bifurcated. With large deductible workers'
workers5 compensation
compensation policies, premiums are
determined after
after consideration
consideration of
of the deductible. Los.ses
Losses within the deductible, if
if
not recorded by the insurer as pfemium,
funded or prepaid, are fiot
premium, but rather as a
funds held deposit SFAS 60,
paragraph 44 provides
proviqes for this accounting: ""...if,
...if,
60S paragraph
of fortn,
form, their substance is that all or part of
of the premium
regardless of
premilim paid by the
shall be accounted
accounted fot
for as such."
such."
itSha11
insured or ceding company is aa deposit, it
adjustments and
andother
olherrisk-limiting
risk-limitingfeatures
features-- Experience
Experience adjustments
adjustments
•• Experience adj1lS1ments
based on experience upder
under the contract and should be
should be accrued llased
considered in evaluating whether the contract transfers significant insurance risk
(re)insurer. Paragraph 44 of SF
SFAS
"If retro&pective
retrospective
to the (re)insurer.
AS 60 provides that "If
experience refund
refund arrangements
arrangements exist under experience-rilted
experience-rated
commission or experience
separate liability
liability shall be accTU()d
accrued for those amounts, llased
based
insurance contracts, a .separate
on experience and the provisions Of
0 of
AS 113
of the contract." Paragraph I10
of SF
SFAS
consideration of "all cash flows between the ceding and assuming
requires a consiqeration
entexprises
enterprises .under
winder reasOnably
reasonably possible outcomes, without regard to how the individual cash flows are characterized"
characterized'* and evaluates the significance
significance of the
potential loss on a present
Paragraph 58
SFAS
113 expands on
pres.ent value basis. Pangraph
5& of SF
AS 113
this, in providing that "A contract
contract does not meet the conditions for reinsurance
reinsurance
accounting if
if features
features of
of the reinsurancecontracl
reinsurance contract or other contracts or agreements
·accounting
directly or indirectly compensate.
compensate the reinsurer or related reinsurers
reinsurers for
losscs
....That
Thatcompensation
losses,..
compensation may take many fOrIlls,
forms, and an understanding of
of the.
substance
of
the
contracts
or
agreements
is.
required
to
determine
whether
the
of
is. required 10 qeterminc whether the
.
ceding entexprise
enterprise has been indemnified against loss or liability relating to
insurance risk.
risk. For example.
example, contractual features may limit the reinsurer's
of claims
claimsso
exposure to insurance risk or delay the reimbursement of
so that
investment income mitigates exposure to insurance risk."
AS
risk." Paragraph 9 of
of SF
SFAS
113
113 prohibits any delay in the timely reimbursement
reimbursement of
of reinsured losses.
SFAS 113, based
based in SFAS 60 and SFAS 5,prescnbes
5, prescribes that a contract be evaluatel!
evaluated asa
as a
whole and the mere presence of
of an adjustable
adjustablefeature
feature does not dictate deposit accounting
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treatment when
when thecontraet.
the contract, in substance, transfers
transfers significant insurance risk.
risk. Since
Since
adjustable features limiting risk are already considered in the risk transfer evaluation, it is
not appropriate to then separately account for an imputed
imputed deposit element. If
If a contract is
bifuri:ated,
bifurcated, the risk transfer test is really of
of no consequence. And yet, the risk transfer test
is ,of
of paramount import;mce
importance in determining the
me economic substance of
of the agreement. We
disagree with the implication in the Invitation to Comment that, despite transferring
jlignificant
significant risi<,
risks a contract must haY{:
have a "financing
'^financing component"
Component** if
if th~
there are adjustable
features. Generally speaking, the'intent
minimal
the intent of
of adjustable features is not to achieve minimal
ri.sk
risk transfer;
transfer, but to adjust the compensation cOmniensurate
commensurate With
with the amount
amount of
of risk
transferred.
SFAS 113
113 risk transfer guidelines
guideline^ mayor
may or may not be appropriate for evaluating risk
risk
tranSfer
transfer on directpolicies;
direct poKcies; however, we do not believe it is practical Qr
or advisable to
require ins:urers
insurers and insurance purchasers tQ
to perform SFAS 113
113 risk
risk transferteSting
transfer testing for
the multitude
simply that
multitudeof
ofdirect
direct policies.
policies. Rather,
Rather,the
thetest
testshould
shouldbe
besimply
thatthe
thecQntract
contract
provides indemnificatioriagainst
- that there
indemnification against loss
loss—that
there isapossihllity
is a possibility that the insured could
receive recoveries in excess of pa~ent:..
payments. Any provisions that adjust premiums or
coverage to reduce the transfer of risk should be ,accounted
accounted for cuIrentIybased
currently based on
experience and the proviSions
provisions of
of the contract.
contract. Whe!herthe
Whether the eharge
charge to income is labeled as
loss expense or insurance expellllc
expense is not likely to be of
of Significant
significant consequence
consequence or
benefit;
as
long
as
the
insured
account:.
for
experience
currently.
The
cost to perfOnil
benefit,
accounts for
perform risk
transfer testing on the many insurance contract$
contracts by the many insurers and
and insureds w.ould
would
be significant -- involving large amount:.ofloss
amounts of loss data and
andactuarial expertise -- and
andwould
would
exceed the benefit.
exceed
The guidance in paragraph 44 of SFAS 5 directs insureds to account for
for c.ontracts
contracts or
elements of
of contracts that are deposits as dep.osit:..
deposits. That guidance could be expanded to
include the provision
AS 60 to require that experienCe
adjustment:.
provision in paragraph
paragraph 44 of
of SF
SFAS
experience adjustments
be accollIlted
accounted for currently.
currently. Combined that guidance would read:

"To
"T0 the extent that an immrance
insurance contract or reinsurance contract doesno.t,
does not, despite
its form, provide fo!,
for indemnification of
of the insured or the ceding company by the
insurer or reinsurer against loss .or
or liability,
liability^ the premium paid less.
less the.
the amount
amount of
of
the premium
premium to
to;be
beretained
retained by
by the
the ins:urer
insureror
orreinsurer
reinsurer shall
shall be.
be accounted
accounted for
for as
asaa
deposit by the insured or the ceding company.
company. Those contract:.
contracts may be stnictured
structured
in various ways,
ways, but if, regardless
regardless of fOI1ll;
form* their substance is that all or part of
of the.
the
premium paid by the insured or the ceding company is a deposit, it shall be
acCounted
accounted fOTas
for as such. Ifretrospective
If retrospective commission
commission or experience refund
refund
arrangement:.
exist
under
experience-rated
insurance
contrac.ts,
a
separate
[asset
arrangements
contracts,
or] liability shall be accrued for those
those amounts,
amounts, based on experience and the
provisions of the contract. Income
Income in any period shall not include any amounts
that are expected to be paid to [or received from]
from] agent:.
agents Of
or others in the form of
of
experience refunds or additional commissions.
commissions* Contingent commissions
commissions
receivable or payable shall he
be accrued over the period in which related income is
recognized,
"
recognized."
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In summary, the F
ASB should not pre-empt the lASH's
FASB
lASB's ins.l)rance
insurance accounting project or
lay aside the existing accounting rules that have provided a strong framework for
fur
wOtlld provide
evaluating insurance and
and reinsurance contracts as a whole. Bifurcal:ion
Bifurcation would
less meaningful
meaningful infonnation
information to financial statelI1ent
statement readers and would significantly
of accounting by insurers and Jlolicybolders~
policyholders.
increase the cost and complexity ofaccounting

****-**--**
•••.****
******.*•******

We would be
ot its staff.
he happy to diseuss
discuss our COIIlments,
comments, in more detail,
detail, with the Board or
Please feel free to call me at (8110)
(860) 547-8495.

:1':.~it
R.iL(J.
Sincerely,

Robert J. PrlcU
Prie
Settior
Seraor Vice President and Controller
Controller
The Hartford Financial
Financial Services Group,
Group, Inc.
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Appendix

Comments on Specifie
Specific Iss.u.es
Issues

ISSue 1:
D.oes the IFRS4 dt!finiti.on.ojinswance
Issue
J: Do&s
definition of insurance c.ontract
contract identify insurance cOntracts
contracts
and sufficiently
sufficiently distinguish th.o~e
tho$e contracts
contracts from .other
other jinanc;al
financiai contracts?
contracts? Does the
GAAP definiti.on
definition .oj-insurance
of insurance risk identifY
identify and separate that risk from other risks such as
as
jifUlncialrisk?
financial
risk? Do thedescripti.ons
the descriptions .oj/mite
of finite insurance and reinsurance
reinsurance c.ontracts,
contracts,
featur-e.s, identify those contracts? How could the definitions
~nitio~
includi1!g
including the risk-limiting features,
and descriptiOns
be
improved?
descriptions
The !FRS
IFRS 4 definition of
of insurance cDuld
could be improved
improved by replacing compensate
compensate with
iqdemnify
indemnify in the.
the part ()f
of the definition that reads
reads "agreeing
"agreeing to compensate the
pDlicyholder
policyholder if
if a $pedfied
specified unCertain
uncertain,future
future event
event(the
(theinsured
insuredevent)
event)adversely
adversely.affccts.
affects the
the
pOlicyholder".
with the.cDfilment
policyholder". We
We agree
agree,-with
the comment in the InVitation
Invitation to
to Comment that
ind~ficatiDn
indemnification is mDre
more stringent th;m
than compensatiDn.this
compensation. This is beca)lSe
because inderrwification
indemnification is
payment in theamDunt
the amount of IDss
loss and compensation may be mDre,
more, which is beyond the
purpose of
of insurance.
The GMP
GAAP definitiDn
definition of
of insurance risk presented in the Invitation to Comment
appropriately addresses the amount and timing risk,,
risk, which is integral to there being
indemnification.
indemnification. The GMP
GAAP definition could
could be iInproved
improved by statmgtirat
stating that insurable
insurable
Josses from property.
property, casualty, mortality.
mortality, mDrbidity
morbidity Dr
or survival exposures. We
events are lo~
understand that financial guaranties
guaranties and credit derivatives can be confusing under GAAP
specific carve-out from the definitiDn.
definition.
and may deserve a $peCific

Issue 2:
21 Can
Can the stiltemen!
statement 113 risk
transfer guidance for reinsurance contracts be
fisk tfansfer
aPplied
policyh.olders and i7lSUl"lffS
jar determining whether
applied by
by cl)rporate
corporate policyholders
insurers for
whether an insurance
insurance
contracttransfers
contract transfers significant insurance
insurance risk? If n.ot,
not, h.ow
how ciVI
can the Statement 113 guidance
be.
be modified
modifi&d I)r
or clarified
clarified to apply
appfy to j~urance
insurance ci.mtyacls?
contracts ?

As discussed .on
on page 6, we do not believe itispracticaJ
it is practical or adVisab.1e
advisable to :require
require insurers
perform risk transfer
trarisfer testing for the multitude of
of direct
and insurance purchasers to perfonn
nori-insurance companieS
companies could be improved to require
policies. Current guidance for non-insurance
that any provisions that adjust premiums Dr
or coverage to reduce the !ransfer
transfer ofri$k
of risk should
be accounted
accounted for currently
currently based on experience and the proVisions
provisions of
of the contract. The
of performing the SF
SFAS
113 risk transfer testing would
would exceed .the
the benefit.
cost of
AS 113
Issue 3:
DoeS classifying an entirecontfadas
conttact
3i Does
entire contract as insurance or bifurcating that Contract
info insurance and deposit components provide
decision-itsefid
intI)
provide more understandable and decision-usefol
qualitative characteristics m.ost
most influence your decision? Which
information? Which qualitatt"ve
approach morejaifhfolly
morefaithfully represents
represents (fie
the economicsubsiance
economic substance ofthe contract? Why?
Why?

As discussed
discussed in ourseeond
our second main point beginning on page 2, we
we believe that bifurcation
would provide less meaningful informl;ltion
information to financial sbltement
statement readers. Bifurcation
Bifurcation
wouldproVide
could produce significantly different
different accounting fur
for contracts
contracts o{similat
of similar substance and
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non-econotriic variability in
hi the income statements for insurance companies and
create non-economic
corporations that have single risk exposures and then buy group risk
coverage,
risk insurance coverage.

classifying a contraCt
contract in its entirety as either insurance or a deposit
deposit
We believe that classifying
more understandable and decision-useful infonnation
information and appropriately conveys
provides moreunderstandllhle
the true ccOliomics
economics of
of the transaction. A contract can onlybe
only be evaluated for risk transfer
entirety—either it has sufficient
sufficient risk transfer or it does not. To convey
otherwise,
in its entirety----either
conVeY otherwise,
would be misleading,
asaa deposit
deposit could only
misleading. Allocating a portion of the premium paid as
and would falsely convey that some of
risk is
be done in an arbitrary manner and
ofthe insured ri&k
exposed to loss and SOlDe
some is nof,
not.
exposed
Issue 4:
4; The
Theflowchart
flowchartsugges/li
suggests aasequence
sequencefOr
for analyzing
analyzingcontra.cts
contrasts that
thatintegrates
integrates
Isslle
accounting
guidance
with
a
hypothetical
biforcation
analysis,
current insura7lC6'
insurance accounting
bifurcation analysis. Do you
sequencing undintegratioti
and integration are appropriate? What changes would you
believe that the sequetlcing
propose?
flowchart first
first screens
screens out single risk contmcts.
contracts. Next, it requires
requires contracts
The flowchart
COl;ltracts that do
SFAS
113 risk transfer to be accounted for entirely as deposits. Then, using a
not pass SF
AS 113
to-be-determined screen;
screen, the flowchart will spa;if'y
specify which of the remaining contracts
to-be-determined
contracts other than facultative (single risk
(including all group and all reinsurance contracts
reinsurance)) should be bifurcated. We do not believe it is appropriate to bifurcate
reinsurance»
contracts that pass the SFAS 113
113 risk transfer criteria.
contractstbat
you agr~
agree with t~
the characteristics.
characteristics identifiedfor CQntruct~
contracts that do
5: Do Y0tl
dn or do not
transfer significant
significant insurance
insurancerisks?
If not, why
why not? Should other
unequivocally transfer
risks? Ifnot.
characteristics be added? Are the ewmples
examples in Appendix B
B representative
representative of
ofthe
.characteristics
discussion
discussion inpurugraphs
in paragraphs 57-59?
Issue
ISIltu!

We do not agree with the characteristics identified
identified for contracts that do or do not
Weda
unequivocally transfer significant
significant insuranc.e
insurance risks.
risks. The Invitation to Comment
that a contract basinherently
has inherently less risk transfer if
inappropriately infers .that
if there
there. are no
possible loss outcomes of
of zero. This
This IiPproachfails
approach fails to
to recognize
recognize that insurance risk is
possible
to both the amount and
and timing
timing of a loss. Whether or not a contract
uncertainty as to
contract has
"single risk characteri~tics"
characteristics" is not relevant to a determination of
of whether the contract
indemnifies the insured or ceding company.
Issue 6:
poragraph 58 for
for uneq/Jivocal
6; Do you think the,
the* characteristics described in
in paragraph
unequivocal
contracts are
are an improvemetlt
improvement over the exemption /rom
from cashflow
insurance contracts
cashflow testing in
parqgraph 11
ofthis Invitation to
paragraph
11 of
of Statement 113
113 (summarized
(summarized in paragraph 37c) of
Comment)?

We do not believe the characteristics described for unequivocal insurance contracts are an
improvement over the exemption
of Statement
exemption from cash flow testing
testmg in paragraph 11
11 of
lB.
economic31ly in the
113. As currently provided for under
under SFAS 113,
113, ifa
if a reinsurer is economically
position as the insurer
insurance passes risk transfer, then the
same position
insurer and the direct insurance
should be a.ccounted
accounted for as reinsurance. Where
Where cash flow testing does not
transaction shOUld
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show that a contract has a significant risk ofa
SFAS 113
of a significant loss, paragraph 11
11 of
ofSFAS
jX:I'Illits insuranceactounting
permits
insurance accounting ifareinsurer
if a reinsurer insures substantially
substantially all of
of the ceding
reinsured portion of
of the contract as long lIS
as an insignificant
company's risk relating to the reinsqred
insignificant
oil the reinsured portion of
of the contract.
risk is retained by the ceding company on
The Invitation
unequivOCal
Invitation to Conunent
Commentfurther indicates that in order to be considered an unequivocal
of risk; these contracts must
must have a "market-equivalent level" ofptemium,
of premium, have
transfer of
no risk~limiting
risk-limiting features
features and not be likely to result in a elaim.
claim. However,
However, there are many
contracts with negligible non-insurance
non-insurancefeatures
featuresthat
thatdo
donot
riotmeet
meetthese
thesecriteria,
criteria,including
including
share agreements and property catllStrophecontracts
catastrophe contracts that cover multiple
straight quota share.
from one event. Risk transfer is not a fimction
of how many
many risks
risks resulting in losses from
function of
are covered bY
by the policy or what likelihood there is of
of a scenario with
with no losses
losses... Risk
ofthe variability
variability in expected losses, their
tbeiramount
transfer is a function
function of
amount and timing, and
assuming insurer's
insurer's willingness to take on the risk of p'aying
paying out up to fall
the insurer or assuming.
fiill
pqlicy
rellSonable
pplicy limits in return for an established premium.
premium. H
If there is aUeast
at least a reasonable
possibility that the reinsurer can
can lose a significant amount of
of money on a present value
basis or there is a full transfer of
of risk for the portion
portion of
of the risk reinsured, then there
there is
ba$is
risk transfer.

Issue
7; Do you prefer
contracts subject to
IS$lIe. 7:
prefer Approach A
A or Approach 3
B for identifying c(intracts
bifurcation? Why? Do you believe that
thai miotherapproach
another approach-would
beSilpe.riot?
superior? JfsiJ;
If so, how
how
bifUrcation?
would be
¥,ouldyou
prejlm'ed approach
wouldyou dt:Scribe
describe t/t4t
that ().pproach?
approach? Woul¢your
Would your preferred
approach be operatWnal?
operational?
makefinancial
financial statements more deci,rion
decision usefUl?
usejul?
Would it make
Neither I!PProach
approach is appropriate. Deposit accounting is not I!PPropriate
appropriate for a portion c;>f
of a
contract, unless a depOsit
deposit temponent
component is contractually separate such as in the case of
of a
eontract,
workers' compensation
compensation policy or an investment fund in a
funded deductible for a ~qrke~'
universal life-type insurance.
insurance policy. hnputed
Imputed depqsit
deposit aceounting
accounting should only be.
be applied
(1) - when there is
to finite risk arrangements such as those described in paragraph 36 b (I)
toss that is
isisubject
subject totovery
verylittle
littlepqssible
possiblevariability
variability and
andthe
thepremillnls
premiumsplus
plus
an expected loss
anticipated income is expected to equal
equal the swn
sum of
of expected losses and expenses and a
margin, and, we would add, the contract does not meet the ~F
SFAS
113 paragraph 11
profit margin,
AS 113
that case, the contract should
should be accounted for in its entirety as·adeposit
as a deposit
exception - in thatcase.tbe
Issue 8:
$: Should the
the criteria
criteria for
bifurcation be different
different for
contracts and
forbiforcation
for insurance cpntracts
reinsurance contracts? Why? If
yes, What
what differences
you suggest?
reinsutancecontr().cts?
IjyeS;
differences would
wouldyousuggt:St?
Bifurcation
Bifurcation ofan
of an ios.urance
insurance policy or reinsurance tentraet
contract is.
is not appropriate unless a
component is
iscontractuaIly
deposit component
contractually separate.

Issue 9;
Inyitationto
bi.,foreaJing
9: Which of
of the methods
methods itkntified
identified in this
this. Invitation
to Commentfor
Comment/or bifurcating
insurance and reinsurance contracts do
dp you believe has.
has the most conceptual merit?
insurance
Please, deSCribe
Please explain. Please
describe anyadditiona!
any additional bifUrcation
bifurcation methods
methods that
thai you believe
should be considered. Would corporate
policyholders encounter unique
corporate policyholders
unique implementation
implementation
problems in applying
applying any methods
methods discussed in this Invitation
Invitaiion to Comment?
Comment?
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We believe all three methods are arbitrary, would
would be complex to understand and
implement and wouldinvolveadditioIial
would Involve additional estimation in companies'
companies* firumcial
financial statements^
implemenUlIld
statements,
obscuring the economics of
of the transactions and reducing comparability
comparability among
thereby obscuring
COnipaniesand
financial statement clarity.
companies and financial

Would data availability limit the developmentof
development of any of
of the bifurcation
Issue 10: Woulddataallailabilitjl
bifUrcation
discussed in this Invitation
to Comment?
Comment? To
To what extent are the model:;.that
models that
Invitntion t.o
methods dtsCUS$ed
wouldform the basisfor
basis for these methods
methods used to underWrite
underwrite and price prOducts?
products? Would
data availability (or lack thereof) affect
affect only certain insurance
forms, products, or
lines
orlines
insuranceforms,
ofb~nr!Ss?
.
of business? [[so,
If so, which ones andwhy?
and why?
models would likely come at a considerable
considerable cost. toperfonn
To perform anyone
any one of
of the
Data and nwdels
polieyholders would have to perfOrni
perform a significant
significant amoWlt
amount of
of
three bifurcation methods, policyholders
Only the most
most soPhisticated
sophisticated policyholders
polieyholder s would readily have the
data modeling. Onlytlie
perform this modeling. Among other things, the modeling would require
information to perfonn
sufficient
sufficient data on historical exposures and losses,theeifect
losses, the effect of changes in limits and
coverage, and the effect·
effect of
of changes in !!,SSumptions.
assumptions to.
to adjust historiCal
historical losses for current
coverage,
Insurers have access to industry data that policyholders
policyholdcrs may not have. In
trends. Insuters
additioHj insurers use sophisticated pricing
pricing models that incorporate loss simulations.
simulations. This
addition,
casualty policies, includingpalicies
including policies covering
covering
issue affects many commercial property and cru;ualty
workers'
workers' compensation,
compensationj genetalliability,
general liability, auto liability and propertyexpos.ures;
property exposures; and,
those covering life::
life and disability. We believe
believe the cost tp
group benefit policies such as those·covering
to
develop and continually apply bifurcation is Wljustified.
unjustified.
issue
11; fa
of the lASH's
IASB 's project .on
on insurance clmtrac/s,
contracts, should
IsslIe 11:
In view of
should the FASB
FASB be
considering bifurcation of
of insurance contracts based on
on transfer of
of insurance
insurance risk?
considerinlJ
discussed in our fitst
first main point beginning on page 2, the F
FASB
As further diSCilSsed
ASB should not
effort WIderway
underway by the lASB
IASB by introducing a major .accounting
accounting change
pre-empt the effort
of any that may come out
but of
of the international proj
project
such as bifurcation ahead of
eet. Delaying
consideration
consideration of
of this topic would allow for a mote
mrfre efficient
efficient implementation in·response
in response to
with the lASB
IASB on accounting for insurance contracts. We believe the
a joint project with
FASB
as part of
of international convergence.
convergence.
F
ASB .should address the issue as
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